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H 11 $14.0871 $14.7703 $15.1248 $15.4878 $15.8595 $16.2401 $16.6299 $17.0290 $17.4377 $17.8562

H 12 $14.4252 $15.1248 $15.4878 $15.8595 $16.2401 $16.6299 $17.0290 $17.4377 $17.8562 $18.2847

H 13 $14.7714 $15.4878 $15.8595 $16.2401 $16.6299 $17.0290 $17.4377 $17.8562 $18.2847 $18.7235

H 14 $15.1259 $15.8595 $16.2401 $16.6299 $17.0290 $17.4377 $17.8562 $18.2847 $18.7235 $19.1729

H 15 $15.4889 $16.2401 $16.6299 $17.0290 $17.4377 $17.8562 $18.2847 $18.7235 $19.1729 $19.6330

H 16 $15.8606 $16.6298 $17.0289 $17.4376 $17.8561 $18.2846 $18.7234 $19.1728 $19.6329 $20.1041

H 17 $16.2413 $17.0290 $17.4377 $17.8562 $18.2847 $18.7235 $19.1729 $19.6330 $20.1042 $20.5867

H 18 $16.6311 $17.4377 $17.8562 $18.2847 $18.7235 $19.1729 $19.6330 $20.1042 $20.5867 $21.0808

H 19 $17.0302 $17.8562 $18.2847 $18.7235 $19.1729 $19.6330 $20.1042 $20.5867 $21.0808 $21.5867

H 20 $17.4389 $18.2847 $18.7235 $19.1729 $19.6330 $20.1042 $20.5867 $21.0808 $21.5867 $22.1048

H 21 $17.8574 $18.7235 $19.1729 $19.6330 $20.1042 $20.5867 $21.0808 $21.5867 $22.1048 $22.6353

H 22 $18.2860 $19.1729 $19.6330 $20.1042 $20.5867 $21.0808 $21.5867 $22.1048 $22.6353 $23.1785

H 23 $18.7249 $19.6331 $20.1043 $20.5868 $21.0809 $21.5868 $22.1049 $22.6354 $23.1786 $23.7349

H 24 $19.1743 $20.1043 $20.5868 $21.0809 $21.5868 $22.1049 $22.6354 $23.1786 $23.7349 $24.3045

H 25 $19.6345 $20.5868 $21.0809 $21.5868 $22.1049 $22.6354 $23.1786 $23.7349 $24.3045 $24.8878

H 26 $20.1057 $21.0808 $21.5867 $22.1048 $22.6353 $23.1785 $23.7348 $24.3044 $24.8877 $25.4850

H 27 $20.5882 $21.5867 $22.1048 $22.6353 $23.1785 $23.7348 $24.3044 $24.8877 $25.4850 $26.0966

H 28 $21.0823 $22.1048 $22.6353 $23.1785 $23.7348 $24.3044 $24.8877 $25.4850 $26.0966 $26.7229

H 29 $21.5883 $22.6353 $23.1785 $23.7348 $24.3044 $24.8877 $25.4850 $26.0966 $26.7229 $27.3642

H 30 $22.1064 $23.1786 $23.7349 $24.3045 $24.8878 $25.4851 $26.0967 $26.7230 $27.3644 $28.0211

H 31 $22.6370 $23.7349 $24.3045 $24.8878 $25.4851 $26.0967 $26.7230 $27.3644 $28.0211 $28.6936

H 32 $23.1803 $24.3045 $24.8878 $25.4851 $26.0967 $26.7230 $27.3644 $28.0211 $28.6936 $29.3822

H 33 $23.7366 $24.8878 $25.4851 $26.0967 $26.7230 $27.3644 $28.0211 $28.6936 $29.3822 $30.0874

H 34 $24.3063 $25.4852 $26.0968 $26.7231 $27.3645 $28.0212 $28.6937 $29.3823 $30.0875 $30.8096

H 35 $24.8897 $26.0969 $26.7232 $27.3646 $28.0214 $28.6939 $29.3826 $30.0878 $30.8099 $31.5493

H 36 $25.4871 $26.7232 $27.3646 $28.0214 $28.6939 $29.3826 $30.0878 $30.8099 $31.5493 $32.3065

H 37 $26.0988 $27.3646 $28.0214 $28.6939 $29.3826 $30.0878 $30.8099 $31.5493 $32.3065 $33.0819

H 38 $26.7252 $28.0214 $28.6939 $29.3826 $30.0878 $30.8099 $31.5493 $32.3065 $33.0819 $33.8759

H 39 $27.3666 $28.6939 $29.3826 $30.0878 $30.8099 $31.5493 $32.3065 $33.0819 $33.8759 $34.6889

H 40 $28.0234 $29.3825 $30.0877 $30.8098 $31.5492 $32.3064 $33.0818 $33.8758 $34.6888 $35.5213

H 41 $28.6960 $30.0878 $30.8099 $31.5493 $32.3065 $33.0819 $33.8759 $34.6889 $35.5214 $36.3739

H 42 $29.3847 $30.8099 $31.5493 $32.3065 $33.0819 $33.8759 $34.6889 $35.5214 $36.3739 $37.2469

H 43 $30.0899 $31.5493 $32.3065 $33.0819 $33.8759 $34.6889 $35.5214 $36.3739 $37.2469 $38.1408
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H 44 $30.8121 $32.3065 $33.0819 $33.8759 $34.6889 $35.5214 $36.3739 $37.2469 $38.1408 $39.0562

H 45 $31.5516 $33.0819 $33.8759 $34.6889 $35.5214 $36.3739 $37.2469 $38.1408 $39.0562 $39.9935

H 46 $32.3088 $33.8758 $34.6888 $35.5213 $36.3738 $37.2468 $38.1407 $39.0561 $39.9934 $40.9532

H 47 $33.0842 $34.6888 $35.5213 $36.3738 $37.2468 $38.1407 $39.0561 $39.9934 $40.9532 $41.9361

H 48 $33.8782 $35.5213 $36.3738 $37.2468 $38.1407 $39.0561 $39.9934 $40.9532 $41.9361 $42.9426

H 49 $34.6913 $36.3738 $37.2468 $38.1407 $39.0561 $39.9934 $40.9532 $41.9361 $42.9426 $43.9732

H 50 $35.5239 $37.2468 $38.1407 $39.0561 $39.9934 $40.9532 $41.9361 $42.9426 $43.9732 $45.0286

H 51 $36.3765 $38.1408 $39.0562 $39.9935 $40.9533 $41.9362 $42.9427 $43.9733 $45.0287 $46.1094

H 52 $37.2495 $39.0561 $39.9934 $40.9532 $41.9361 $42.9426 $43.9732 $45.0286 $46.1093 $47.2159

H 53 $38.1435 $39.9935 $40.9533 $41.9362 $42.9427 $43.9733 $45.0287 $46.1094 $47.2160 $48.3492

H 54 $39.0589 $40.9533 $41.9362 $42.9427 $43.9733 $45.0287 $46.1094 $47.2160 $48.3492 $49.5096

H 55 $39.9963 $41.9361 $42.9426 $43.9732 $45.0286 $46.1093 $47.2159 $48.3491 $49.5095 $50.6977

H 56 $40.9562 $42.9426 $43.9732 $45.0286 $46.1093 $47.2159 $48.3491 $49.5095 $50.6977 $51.9144

H 57 $41.9391 $43.9731 $45.0285 $46.1092 $47.2158 $48.3490 $49.5094 $50.6976 $51.9143 $53.1602

H 58 $42.9456 $45.0285 $46.1092 $47.2158 $48.3490 $49.5094 $50.6976 $51.9143 $53.1602 $54.4360

H 59 $43.9763 $46.1092 $47.2158 $48.3490 $49.5094 $50.6976 $51.9143 $53.1602 $54.4360 $55.7425

H 60 $45.0317 $47.2157 $48.3489 $49.5093 $50.6975 $51.9142 $53.1601 $54.4359 $55.7424 $57.0802

H 61 $46.1125 $48.3490 $49.5094 $50.6976 $51.9143 $53.1602 $54.4360 $55.7425 $57.0803 $58.4502

H 62 $47.2192 $49.5093 $50.6975 $51.9142 $53.1601 $54.4359 $55.7424 $57.0802 $58.4501 $59.8529

H 63 $48.3525 $50.6976 $51.9143 $53.1602 $54.4360 $55.7425 $57.0803 $58.4502 $59.8530 $61.2895

H 64 $49.5130 $51.9144 $53.1603 $54.4361 $55.7426 $57.0804 $58.4503 $59.8531 $61.2896 $62.7606

H 65 $50.7013 $53.1603 $54.4361 $55.7426 $57.0804 $58.4503 $59.8531 $61.2896 $62.7606 $64.2669

H 66 $51.9181 $54.4361 $55.7426 $57.0804 $58.4503 $59.8531 $61.2896 $62.7606 $64.2669 $65.8093

H 67 $53.1641 $55.7426 $57.0804 $58.4503 $59.8531 $61.2896 $62.7606 $64.2669 $65.8093 $67.3887

H 68 $54.4400 $57.0803 $58.4502 $59.8530 $61.2895 $62.7604 $64.2666 $65.8090 $67.3884 $69.0057

H 69 $55.7466 $58.4503 $59.8531 $61.2896 $62.7606 $64.2669 $65.8093 $67.3887 $69.0060 $70.6621

H 70 $57.0845 $59.8531 $61.2896 $62.7606 $64.2669 $65.8093 $67.3887 $69.0060 $70.6621 $72.3580

H 71 $58.4545 $61.2895 $62.7604 $64.2666 $65.8090 $67.3884 $69.0057 $70.6618 $72.3577 $74.0943

H 72 $59.8574 $62.7605 $64.2668 $65.8092 $67.3886 $69.0059 $70.6620 $72.3579 $74.0945 $75.8728

H 73 $61.2940 $64.2668 $65.8092 $67.3886 $69.0059 $70.6620 $72.3579 $74.0945 $75.8728 $77.6937

H 74 $62.7651 $65.8092 $67.3886 $69.0059 $70.6620 $72.3579 $74.0945 $75.8728 $77.6937 $79.5583

H 75 $64.2715 $67.3887 $69.0060 $70.6621 $72.3580 $74.0946 $75.8729 $77.6938 $79.5585 $81.4679

H 76 $65.8140 $69.0060 $70.6621 $72.3580 $74.0946 $75.8729 $77.6938 $79.5585 $81.4679 $83.4231
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H 77 $67.3935 $70.6621 $72.3580 $74.0946 $75.8729 $77.6938 $79.5585 $81.4679 $83.4231 $85.4253

H 78 $69.0109 $72.3579 $74.0945 $75.8728 $77.6937 $79.5583 $81.4677 $83.4229 $85.4250 $87.4752

H 79 $70.6672 $74.0946 $75.8729 $77.6938 $79.5585 $81.4679 $83.4231 $85.4253 $87.4755 $89.5749

H 80 $72.3632 $75.8728 $77.6937 $79.5583 $81.4677 $83.4229 $85.4250 $87.4752 $89.5746 $91.7244

H 81 $74.0999 $77.6937 $79.5583 $81.4677 $83.4229 $85.4250 $87.4752 $89.5746 $91.7244 $93.9258

H 82 $75.8783 $79.5584 $81.4678 $83.4230 $85.4252 $87.4754 $89.5748 $91.7246 $93.9260 $96.1802

H 83 $77.6994 $81.4678 $83.4230 $85.4252 $87.4754 $89.5748 $91.7246 $93.9260 $96.1802 $98.4885

H 84 $79.5642 $83.4231 $85.4253 $87.4755 $89.5749 $91.7247 $93.9261 $96.1803 $98.4886 $100.8523

H 85 $81.4737 $85.4252 $87.4754 $89.5748 $91.7246 $93.9260 $96.1802 $98.4885 $100.8522 $103.2727

H 86 $83.4291 $87.4754 $89.5748 $91.7246 $93.9260 $96.1802 $98.4885 $100.8522 $103.2727 $105.7512

H 87 $85.4314 $89.5748 $91.7246 $93.9260 $96.1802 $98.4885 $100.8522 $103.2727 $105.7512 $108.2892

H 88 $87.4818 $91.7247 $93.9261 $96.1803 $98.4886 $100.8523 $103.2728 $105.7513 $108.2893 $110.8882

H 89 $89.5814 $93.9261 $96.1803 $98.4886 $100.8523 $103.2728 $105.7513 $108.2893 $110.8882 $113.5495

H 90 $91.7314 $96.1804 $98.4887 $100.8524 $103.2729 $105.7514 $108.2894 $110.8883 $113.5496 $116.2748

H 91 $93.9330 $98.4888 $100.8525 $103.2730 $105.7516 $108.2896 $110.8886 $113.5499 $116.2751 $119.0657

H 92 $96.1874 $100.8525 $103.2730 $105.7516 $108.2896 $110.8886 $113.5499 $116.2751 $119.0657 $121.9233

H 93 $98.4959 $103.2730 $105.7516 $108.2896 $110.8886 $113.5499 $116.2751 $119.0657 $121.9233 $124.8495

H 94 $100.8598 $105.7515 $108.2895 $110.8884 $113.5497 $116.2749 $119.0655 $121.9231 $124.8493 $127.8457

H 95 $103.2804 $108.2895 $110.8884 $113.5497 $116.2749 $119.0655 $121.9231 $124.8493 $127.8457 $130.9140

H 96 $105.7591 $110.8884 $113.5497 $116.2749 $119.0655 $121.9231 $124.8493 $127.8457 $130.9140 $134.0559

H 97 $108.2973 $113.5497 $116.2749 $119.0655 $121.9231 $124.8493 $127.8457 $130.9140 $134.0559 $137.2732

H 98 $110.8964 $116.2749 $119.0655 $121.9231 $124.8493 $127.8457 $130.9140 $134.0559 $137.2732 $140.5678

H 99 $113.5579 $119.0655 $121.9231 $124.8493 $127.8457 $130.9140 $134.0559 $137.2732 $140.5678 $143.9414

H 100 $116.2833 $121.9230 $124.8492 $127.8456 $130.9139 $134.0558 $137.2731 $140.5677 $143.9413 $147.3959

H 101 $119.0741 $124.8492 $127.8456 $130.9139 $134.0558 $137.2731 $140.5677 $143.9413 $147.3959 $150.9334

H 102 $121.9319 $127.8456 $130.9139 $134.0558 $137.2731 $140.5677 $143.9413 $147.3959 $150.9334 $154.5558

H 103 $124.8583 $130.9139 $134.0558 $137.2731 $140.5677 $143.9413 $147.3959 $150.9334 $154.5558 $158.2651

H 104 $127.8549 $134.0559 $137.2732 $140.5678 $143.9414 $147.3960 $150.9335 $154.5559 $158.2652 $162.0636

H 105 $130.9234 $137.2732 $140.5678 $143.9414 $147.3960 $150.9335 $154.5559 $158.2652 $162.0636 $165.9531

H 106 $134.0656 $140.5678 $143.9414 $147.3960 $150.9335 $154.5559 $158.2652 $162.0636 $165.9531 $169.9360

H 107 $137.2832 $143.9414 $147.3960 $150.9335 $154.5559 $158.2652 $162.0636 $165.9531 $169.9360 $174.0145

H 108 $140.5780 $147.3960 $150.9335 $154.5559 $158.2652 $162.0636 $165.9531 $169.9360 $174.0145 $178.1908

H 109 $143.9519 $150.9336 $154.5560 $158.2653 $162.0637 $165.9532 $169.9361 $174.0146 $178.1910 $182.4676
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